
Our technical innovation includes: (1) low power and high accuracy electrolysis-based actuation; (2) 

miniaturized form factor for subcutaneous implantation in mice; (3) refillability for chronic studies >12 months; 

(4) on-demand, automated electronic control of dosing and drug profile (e.g. zero-order or sustained); and (5) 

completely wireless operation.  Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology allows components to be 

precisely miniaturized and batch fabricated, moving parts to be minimized, and greater dosing accuracy to be 

achieved (< 5% error)17, 18.  Our key enabling innovation is a patent-pending process to create high expansion 

microscale Parylene C bellows.  Due to the inherent flexibility of the polymer (Young’s modulus of Parylene is 4 

GPa vs 110 GPa for Ti) our bellows are capable of far greater displacement (stroke volume) than a metal bellows 

of the same size.  When additional mechanical rigidity or reduced permeation is required, an impermeable thin-film 

metal coating can be applied via sputter deposition while still preserving the desired mechanical compliance.  

 

The goal of the Phase I effort is to demonstrate both the technical and commercial feasibility of the complete 

FluidSync micropump system consisting of (1) the wirelessly operated and implantable electrolysis-based 

micropump, (2) external base station, and (3) software controller.  At the conclusion, we will demonstrate the first 

and only remote-controlled dosing technology suitable for use in mice. The following technical requirements are 

motivated by customer input and organized around the most critical functional and operational features necessary 

for customer adoption. 

 

Our technical objectives are to: 

(1A) miniaturize the pump system 

(1B) integrate the wireless multi-component pump 

(2A) develop wireless controller hardware  

(2B) develop programmable dosing software 

(3) perform system validation 

 

Successful demonstration of the remotely-controlled implantable infusion pump system with external 

hardware/software controller modules will enable new dosing schemes, provide precise temporally controlled 

dosing for more reproducible results from acute and chronic studies, and enable new approaches to drug therapy 

that would not otherwise be possible.  Remotely-controlled dosing following a programmable drug regimen would 

dramatically simplify and expedite experimental studies.  These novel pumps can also be adapted or scaled up to 

treat human disease, especially for advanced drug regimens not available with current commercial pumps. 

 

The FluidSync system consists of the micropump, external controller, and programmable software.  It will be 

the first and only implantable dosing system that allows on-demand remote control of drug administration in a 

miniaturized form factor.  This pump is widely applicable to research questions requiring precise and repeated 

administration of substances without animal handling and comparative effectiveness studies.  The FluidSync pump 

possesses distinct advantages (Table 3).  The electrolysis-based actuation method is space-saving, power efficient, 

and robust with only one moving part.  The actuation mechanism can be scaled down for use in the mouse or scaled 

up for use in humans.  The basis of our actuator allows the device to be ‘OFF’ and consuming no power at its resting 
state, which is in stark contrast with our competitors’ devices which are always “ON” and cannot be adjusted on-

demand.  On-demand adjustment of dosing duration and volume is enabled by electronic control and wireless 

operation.  The refillable reservoir guarantees that the device operation lifetime, and hence experiments, will not be 

limited by drug volume.   

 

IP and Licensing: Our technology is protected by five patent applications and six provisional patents.  All of this 

IP is based on research conducted at the Biomedical Microsystems Lab directed by Dr. Meng and in collaboration 

with the members of Fluid Synchrony LLC.  The IP is owned by USC but are exclusively licensed to Fluid 

Synchrony LLC.  Our IP prosecution and strategy is guided by our collaboration with the USC Stevens Institute for 

Innovation (a university-wide resource focused on supporting startups and commercializing of university IP).  

 

 


